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Millions of online posts
with peaks of over
hundred thousand posts
for a single event

People Share, We Listen

Collect data

Analyze Contents

Share Results

Online media and messenger data
incl. News Sites, Twitter, Facebook,
Blogs, Forums, Messengers

Event detection, information
extraction for live monitoring
and historical analysis

Distribute via API and
Dashboard to Clients directly
and via third party software

1. First alert of a flood by
FloodTags, in OpCen
software.

2. Follow-up by informing
chapters and active collection
of additional information

Floods two weeks ago:
Tens of thousands of
highly relevant tweets

3. Continuous monitoring of the situation in
FloodTags Dashboard

Emergency Operation Room at the Philippines Red Cross in Manilla

Active crowdsourcing in Tanzania
(for flood response)

With Tanzanian Red Cross
Society, Deltares and TAHMO

Disaster
managers and
volunteers
reporting on
floods

Heads of Disaster Management in
response mode in Dar Es Salaam

Communicate

Aggregate

Discuss

Model Validation for
Index Insurance (Myanmar)
2. Realtime trigger to
investigate further,
including acquisition
remote sensing data

1. Past event
detection for
flood history

With Radboud University
and VisionImpulse

Level II Classification Approach

With Radboud University
and VisionImpulse

Supervised machine learning for language processing and image
analysis
- Development and training of text classifiers in local languages, for the
detection of event, location, time, casualties, evacuated, affected and
damaged property.
-

-

Development and training of image classifiers for the detection of
persons, transport (motorized, non-motorized and water), cattle and
rescue workers.

Classification:
Persons

Human-in the-loop for on-the-fly corrections and continued training

Classification: Water level above knee

Annotation Platform (example from the Philippines, for ease of reading)

Example classification of text

Classification: Water level below knee

Human-in-the-loop to eliminate any
remaining uncertainty

With Radboud University
and VisionImpulse

Two level approach
Level I : Standard
Technique and accuracy: Rule-based systems with AI
support for the information extraction of location and date. For
use-cases where some falses are tolerated.

Level II: Higher Precision
Technique and accuracy: In-house developed AI for higher
precision and additional information extraction. For
automated systems that require a higher precision.

Returns flood related articles from a broad base of media data,
with time and location of large and small floods

Returns flood related articles from a broad base of media data
with time and location of large and small floods

-

Elaborate information extraction of the media content, incl.
damage figures, number of evacuees, casualties etc.

-

Human-in-the-loop to overrule and improve the system

Detects new flood events using Twitter. Performs well for
detection of large floods and many of the smaller floods
globally.

Event detection on the basis of a broader base of media
data. Performs well for detection of any large and small
floods in any country of investigation.

Various filters to find highly relevant flood observations.
Georeference using NLP on the body text, down to city or
intracity level.

Various filters to find highly relevant flood observations.
Georeference using NLP on the body text, down to city or
intracity level.

Large coverage: Currently 10 languages covering 1. large
floods global and 2. smaller floods in >50 countries. Expanding

At request coverage for any language, Currently covering
Burmese, Khmer and Lao. Expanding.

HURRICANE ETA 6-14 NOVEMBER 2020
AER FloodScan Flooded Fraction (FF)

ICEYE Satellite Imagery
Flood validation in Tochigi
October 2019

Main street in front of city hall

Same area, the Dorayaki shop on the left, video

Dorayaki Shop, reported 40 cm

Over a random period of 1.5 hours we collected 10.660
English tweets. By using a flood relatedness filter we
excluded 75%. Of the remaining 2.665 we annotated and
evaluated how much content were discussing different
topics within flood management. Here the results:

“CalMac cancels Outer Hebrides
ferries as flood warnings issued
for parts of Highlands
https://t.co/myCaiVVzg4”

Topic: Forecast
20% of tweets are related to flood forecasts

“Flood Alert: Rivers Otter
and Sid, and Exmouth Area
09:56 21 October
https://t.co/pgwmaMUWhK”

41%

Very good: About an event for a specific location
Good: About an event with general location

13%

Related: Not about a specific event
38%

Bad: Unrelated

Heavy rain triggers Flash
Flood Warning, Flood
Advisory in Cuyahoga
&amp; Lorain counties
https://t.co/oG1SR9XORE

8%

Relevance: Keep track of any flood forecast
issued by any organisation and monitor
additional expected flood situation by
citizens and journalists.
“BOM forecasts flooding, hail and
damaging winds as La Niña-fuelled
wild weather descends on east coast ABC News https://t.co/dCApVA5k5P”

“Beavers ‘won’t reduce
risk of flooding’ in Britain
https://t.co/jLG9RgmBl4 “

“Test of WKRN flash flood
warning. https://t.co/BCf0ijuDLc”

Over a random period of 1.5 hours we collected 10.660
English tweets. By using a flood relatedness filter we
excluded 75%. Of the remaining 2.665 we annotated and
evaluated how much content were discussing different
topics within flood management. Here the results:

“TRAFFIC ALERTS: Right lanes of 90 EB
blocked near W 44th street because of
high water. Ramps to Innerbelt bridge
blocked this morning. #GMCle
https://t.co/gfgqT3Qbkm”

“West Street in Poole flooded
again! Causing problems for
traffic. @TravelDorset
@BCPCouncil”

Topic: Logistics
8% of tweets are directly related to logistics

“SB W. 117 CLOSED at
Madison due to flooding
under the RTA Bridge.”

36%

Very good: About an event for a specific location
Good: About an event with general location

13%

Related: Not about a specific event
41%

Bad: Unrelated
Relevance: The accessibility of flooded
areas is of utmost importance to responders.
While access and safety of warehouses and
other storage locations are essential for the
logistical sector.

9%

“The Isabela Provincial Police Office reported
on Wednesday that ten bridges in the province
have been rendered impassable by Tropical
Storm Pepito. #PepitoPH”
16

“Karnataka Chief Minister BS
Yediyurappa holds meeting at
Kalaburagi Airport over floodaffected areas. @BSYBJP
#HNN24X7
https://t.co/rtmDsro22Y “

“@KenCarman It always
floods in the passing lane on
480 under the 80 overpass
in streetsboro”

Over a random period of 1.5 hours we collected 10.660
English tweets. By using a flood relatedness filter we
excluded 75%. Of the remaining 2.665 we annotated and
evaluated how much content were discussing different
topics within flood management. Here the results:

Other topics include
- Impact data such as damage to houses,

infrastructure. And information on numbers of
affected people, evacuees and casualties.

-

Information on the causes of floods, including
discussions of damaged embankments, land
disputes, trash accumulation etc.
Market information for water companies with
news on infrastructure problems, investment
decisions, community activism and much more
Other disasters such as excessive rains,
droughts and wildfires

Question and Answer
Question
“What do you do in countries where
there is no media data?”
Our experience
There’s always data. There are no countries
where people are just silent when it floods.
What the content is differs per country.
Small Steps
1. Best is to start with a quick inventory of data
for your use-case. Possibly including an event
report for a flood of your selection
2. Then evaluate and start real-time monitoring
or more elaborate risk and trend analyses

Question
“Can we get data for
research purpose?”
Answer
Yes certainly. There are great topics to
research such as the improvement of
flood maps and flood forecasts by using
media data as a supplement
Just when you formulate a research
please reserve funds for data acquisition.
We get many requests and we are not
government funded. Additional funds help
to sustain this type of support.

Media data we can deliver to you

1
3

Real-time delivery of media
data with filters for three
levels of detail (i.e. with/
without intracity details and
with/ without additional
information extraction)
Fixed pricing that depends
on the volume of analyzed
media content and the level
of detail of the output

Support to your two-way
communication.
Pricing on quotation (this is
a project since it involves
third party responders)

2

Event report with detailed
analysis of past floods,
geolocations down to
specific coordinates
Past event reports start at
€ 2.500 – € 5.000 per
event

Global coverage. Easy access. Media data
feeds into your dashboard or aggregate
platform (such as Delft-FEWS) via our API.
First steps can be small, investigating the
volume of content and applicability for your
use-case.

Thank you!
Contact us via info@floodtags.com or wagemaker@floodtags.com
Or follow us on LinkedIn (“FloodTags”)

